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It would be easy to tell the story of the sanitariums in Lake Geneva at the turn of the century by focusing on
their opulent architecture. Equal parts hotel and hospital, they were grand estates with luxury at every turn.
However, exploring the intricacies of imported marble doesn’t tell us about the intricacies of the minds of the
people who sought help here, aside from the fact that they could afford the very best mental health treatment
available at the time. What hasn’t been told is what life was like for the patients who came here.

“The feelings of a fairly stable,
normal mental life are so taken
for granted that when it leaves,
when it disappears, it’s a trip
that takes us out of civilization.”
“It’s a great mystery, the mind, even today, but especially at the turn of the century,” says Dr. Thomas Jobe, a
professor of psychiatry at the University of Illinois at Chicago, a leading mental health researcher and an expert
on the history of psychiatric care in America. He says the majority of patients who made their way to sanitariums in Lake Geneva were likely living bleak lives. “The feelings of a fairly stable, normal mental life are so taken
for granted that when it leaves, when it disappears, it’s a trip that takes us out of civilization.”
To the extent that history will allow, the following is a chronicle of such a trip. Specifically, a trip taken by a man
whose final leg of the journey brought him to Oakwood Springs Sanitarium in Lake Geneva.
There will be holes in this story, huge holes, but time isn’t returning our calls. Perhaps it’s best not to think of
this as a story at all; think of it more as a puzzle picked up secondhand. You’ll have enough of the pieces to
see an intriguing picture begin to form, but not nearly enough to see it as it really was.

A typical sanitarium treatment room in the 1900s.
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hen Francis R. Brooks stepped out of a 50-room,
five-story brick mansion near Catholic Hill in Lake
Geneva, on April 12, 1898, he was probably clad
in a sweater or light overcoat, his hands tucked into his pockets
for warmth, his chin low to his chest to ward off the southerly
winds reported that day. As he headed down the steep slope
toward the lake, the sun would have illuminated the deep scars
running from his right eyebrow to his chin, the result of a chemistry accident while at Harvard. To avoid the gasps of passersby,
Brooks could have made his way to the water through the dense
woods that still surrounded much of the lake, steering clear of
the downtown district entirely. This many years later, all we can
do is speculate. But we do know that long walks didn’t overwhelm the 31-year-old Chicago resident.
A few years earlier, Brooks had set out from Michigan on a
1,500-mile, mostly foot-powered journey west. Even when he
developed typhoid, he pressed on. Ultimately, he marveled at
the Pacific Ocean, wandered up the California coast into Oregon,
and eventually tackled Washington’s Mt. Rainier.
He didn’t walk all that way because he didn’t have money for
train fare. Instead, his was a calculated decision to divorce
himself from the affluence with which he’d been raised and
experience the nation as most people did. Born in Memphis,
Tennessee, on March 7, 1867, to Almon Brooks, a prominent
physician, and Mary A. Ramsey, Brooks had every advantage in
life. Brilliant, he not only obtained a law degree but went on to
become a doctor and surgeon. Law and medicine never filled
the void in his soul. But literature and poetry did, and his trek
to the West Coast proved to be the muse he needed. During
that solitary adventure, he wrote hundreds of poems and essays,
immortalizing the landscape, and his moods that seemed to
swing from love to hate in the blink of an eye.

In Lake Geneva on that chilly April day, Brooks seemed to be
at the starting point of his true calling. His first book of poetry,
Margins, was published the year before, receiving some critical
praise, and he was at work on a second. As he walked along the
shore toward Ceylon Court, an elaborate Asian-themed estate
showcased at the World’s Fair in Chicago and then moved to
Lake Geneva, his surroundings may have caused him to pause:
Waves pounding at the shore, cottonwoods in the earliest stages
of bloom, migratory songbirds returning. Clearly, spring’s drum
roll could not have been lost on a man who, just one year earlier,
published these words:

And the tree bough above
Just tipped with green,
Swayed to the impulse
Of a warm and virile wind,
And said with a passionate voice,
“I live again.”
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The unfettered wave that broke
Along the shore in strictest cadence
Ceaselessly,
Sung but one refrain,
“I live again.”
And almost faint with emotion,
I whispered
Alone to myself,
“I, too, shall live again.”
We don’t know, of course, what Brooks noticed or what he felt.
The only thing we know for certain is that Brooks had been in
Lake Geneva for less than a month and walks along the lake
were a part of his daily routine, prescribed by the physicians
desperately trying to restore his sanity. When Brooks arrived at
Oakwood Springs Sanitarium, sometime after March 1, he was as
close to death as a mind can get.
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1900s, it sent charges of varying intensity to
muscles or regions of the body believed to be
responsible for a patient’s malady.
“This was a big deal and people paid handsomely for this,” says Jobe, “and I’m sure
Dr. King had the latest European electrical
therapy equipment.”

But for nearly three decades,
King’s Lake Geneva Sanitariums
were nationally renowned;
the likes of Greta Garbo and
Lillian Russell are said to
have sought treatment here.

O

Oakwood Springs

UA_LHS_81_21_003, University of Illinois
at Chicago Library, University Archives.

akwood Springs was the brainchild of Oscar A. King, its
founder, president and superintendent; King was also
the vice dean of faculty for the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Chicago. Born in Peru, Indiana, on February 22, 1851,
he graduated from Bellevue Hospital Medical College in New York
in 1878. He trained in Vienna, Austria, which would later produce
the father of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud and under-famed
Wisconsin Civil War surgeon Henry Palmer of Janesville. Over the
course of his career, King would become known as the first physician to use the toxin erysipelas as bacterial therapy to successfully
treat 23 cases of mania and depression.
“Dr. King was essentially
both a psychiatrist and a
neurologist,” observes Jobe.
“He was a little unusual in
private asylums.”
Opened on May 13, 1885,
Oakwood Springs was built
at the then-astonishing cost
of $80,000. Its treatments
for diseases of the brain and
nervous system were, at the
time, the best the world
could offer. In addition to promoting health via 63 acres of rolling
hills and spectacular lake views, Oakwood’s attending physicians
supervised a myriad of treatments. King would go on to acquire
two other Lake Geneva properties and convert them into sanitariums. One was known as Lakeside, the other as Lakeside Cottage.

Dr. Oscar King
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Once at King’s sanitariums, which could
cost as much as $1,500 per month in
1901, patients were frequently drugged,
even if drugs were their problem.
Ultimately, all would be brought under the umbrella name Lake
Geneva Sanitarium. Most of the patients who sought treatment
here were well-off, but struggling mightily. Respectable society
ladies hooked on morphine-laced elixirs, alcoholics whose families had tried everything, the depressed, the manic, epileptics,
schizophrenics, and women assigned that catch-all label of the
day: hysteria.
Once at King’s sanitariums, which could cost as much as $1,500
per month in 1901, patients were frequently drugged, even if drugs
were their problem. A woman addicted to morphine might be
treated with powdered cannabis. A patient with tertiary syphilis,
a sexually transmitted disease that ultimately spread to the brain
and affected as many as one-third of all patients in state asylums,
might be induced with malaria, which killed the syphilis after
three or four months of agony. Once the syphilis was cured, physicians would then provide the patient with anti-malarial drugs.
An alcoholic might be tightly bound in cloths as delirium tremors
set in. Nearly every patient could expect significant quantities of
sedatives.
Electrical therapy was also a staple in both state and private sanitariums and was likely offered by King. Not to be confused with
electroshock therapy, which wasn’t introduced until the mid-

Lakeside

Nearly every advertisement of the Lake
Geneva Sanitarium mentions hydrotherapy.
While that might sound like a luxurious spa
treatment today, back then it wasn’t something most patients looked forward to as it
frequently involved cold-water submersions.
A full surgical suite likely performed some
brain procedures, including the removal of
brain abscesses, but not craniotomies or
lobotomies.
King’s Lake Geneva Sanitarium was a major
player in Walworth County, but not alone.
Other private sanitariums dotted the region,
and the county operated an asylum in Elkhorn for the insane. After King’s death in
1921, his wife, Minerva Guernsey of Janesville, a one-time actress and a champion
of the mentally ill who organized classes
and activities to occupy the days of King’s
patients, tried to carry on his work. The
stock market crash and the Great Depression, however, shut the doors of King’s
facilities forever. Over the years, the properties changed hands, and all but Lakeside
Cottage (now the Baker House) were eventually lost to fire or the wrecking ball. But
for nearly three decades, King’s Lake Geneva
Sanitariums were nationally renowned; the
likes of Greta Garbo and Lillian Russell are
said to have sought treatment here.
“People said that all the time, about famous
people coming here when it was open,”
recalls Doug Elliot, retired editor with the
Lake Geneva Regional News. “It was talked
about a lot, but nobody knows for sure.”

Lakeside Cottage, today the Baker House
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A Final Walk with Francis
From the little bit of history not erased, Brooks appears to have
been much-loved by his family. But love isn’t enough to change the
course of a mind in flight. On March 1, 1898, Brooks, who never
married, armed himself with a butcher knife in his family’s Chicago
home on Lake Michigan. The police were summoned and upon
arrival, according to the Chicago Daily Tribune, Brooks “without ceremony made an attack . . . and both fired their revolvers at him,”
striking him twice. His injuries were reported as “not serious.”
While Brooks’ family tended to his physical wounds in the following days, his mental state continued to decline. After he had
recovered enough physically to travel, his family convinced him
that he needed psychiatric hospitalization. When he arrived
at the Lake Geneva Sanitarium, he was not under restraint or
court order but said to be “grieved at the necessity for the course
adopted.”
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Brooks ran down the bank, out
onto the pier and leaped into
the frigid water.
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Brooks’ walk on April 12, 1898, to what is now Big Foot Beach
State Park, was probably a five-mile journey, depending on the
route he took with his ever-present medical attendant. At some
point, though, he stopped and found rest beneath a tree. How
long he sat there or what he pondered can only be a guess. Hours,
minutes, who knows? Eventually, his stillness beneath the tree felt
more monster than friend. Rising suddenly — and to the shock of
his attendant — Brooks ran down the bank, out onto the pier and
leaped into the frigid water. Did he shout as he ran into the water,
rage at anyone or anything? Again, we don’t know.
His attendant, whose name history refuses to provide, is said
to have jumped in after him, thrashing in waters that had only
recently thawed. But his efforts to save Brooks were in vain, and
he narrowly escaped drowning himself. So how does a man,
even one as unstable as Brooks, go from resting beneath a tree
one minute, to drowning himself the next?
“He’s clearly manic-depressive,” hypothesizes Jobe from the
available records. “He is clearly a bipolar or manic-depressive.
A lot of artists and poets were. They could have periods of
brilliance and then become despondent. Usually acts of that
nature are prompted by a delusion. He thought he was going
to be tortured, or held, that if he didn’t kill himself, something worse would happen. That kind of [suicidal] act usually
emanates from a delusion. It’s a testimony to how unfathomably complex the brain and the mind are, and we just have to
defer to that.”

Ceylon Court
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Sometime later that day, Brooks’ body was recovered and
his family notified. We are told that his body was taken to
Chicago for burial, but there are no records of where his
funeral was held or what words, if any, were shared in the
summation of his life.
Over and over, his grief-stricken family must have wondered
how a mind so brilliant could have become Brooks’ very undoing. In their grief, in their search for answers, did those who
loved him ever look to the pages of Margins, to a poem titled
only with a Roman numeral four (page 42)? We don’t know.
Looking at it today, 113 years later, it seems to offer the best
explanation of all, and from Brooks himself. An explanation as
to why, even with the best help money can buy, a mind that has
left civilization must sometimes take the body with it.

DEAR MOTHER
How in these days of early bud and leaf,
My heart, long locked in cold relentless grief,
Comes forth to thy embrace,
As of thine own, thy lineal race,
	O Mother, Mother Nature
What other love have I, what smile but thine
Can woo away the melancholy line,
And like a sun unbind
The frozen currents of the mind,
	Dear Mother, Mother Nature
Yes, when these airs, these fragrances, these tints
Of grass and sky, green presages and hints
Of what thy triumphs be,
Surround me thus, I love but thee
	But thee, O Mother Nature.
Begone ye lusts for all of any gain,
This day at least, my soul, be free from stain,
For thou shalt sacrifice
To love whate’er thou holdst price
To love for thee, my Mother.
Thy womb once more shall shield thy child within,
And I shall be what I before have been,
A part of thee, by thee caressed,
My first beloved, my last, my best,
	My Mother, Mother Nature.
Stories steeped in history are never reported alone. We would like to offer our gratitude to the individuals and organizations who cared about this story as
much as we did. The Geneva Lake Museum, Walworth County Historical Society, Rock County Historical Society and the University of Illinois at Chicago
all contributed significantly. Marty Perkins, curator of research for the Wisconsin Historical Society, and Sally Severson, meteorologist and anchor with
WISN 12, led us to the weather on April 12, 1898. James R.Elkins of the West Virginia University School of Law led us to the the published works of Dr.
Francis R. Brooks. Thank you, everyone, for sharing your time and talent with our readers.
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